Abstract. Despite great effort in attempting to develop systems that personalize both content and presentation, there are still some important challenges related to information filtering, packaging and formatting that adapt to user's goals, interests and presentation preferences. This paper addresses these issues by proposing a three-level framework that achieves a high degree o f separation of concerns. The framework dissociates the packaging process from the filtering and formatting processes, and thus facilitates the implementation, user testing and finetuning of the system representations and algorithms.
Introduction
The feeling of being "lost in hyperspace" is familiar to most Web users. The excessive amount of information confuses us to the extent of not knowing where we are and forgetting what we were looking for when we started browsing.
Many applications related to e-learning, e-commerce and information retrieval have been designed so as to adapt both content and navigation access to the users' supposed knowledge [7, 8] , to their preferences and goals [1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 13] , to their tasks and receptivity [4, 5, 15] . Many of these references illustrate the increase in efficiency that certain adaptation techniques bring about [12, 17] .
Despite great effort in attempting to develop systems that personalize both content and presentation, there are still some important challenges, some of which are related to: − acquisition and representation of relevant document and user information; − information filtering that takes into consideration such information; − information packaging and formatting that adapt to user's presentation preferences, his current browsing device and network conditions. In this context, the primary contribution of this paper is to propose a three-level framework that achieves a high degree of separation of concerns, by dissociating the packaging process from the filtering and formatting processes. We also illustrate a possible use of our framework through an instantiation called MyNews, which is a personalized electronic newspaper.
A high degree of flexibility, provided by the framework, is necessary because the success of adaptive systems relies heavily on the choice of representations and algorithms adequate to the underlying domain and application. The evaluation of this success must be done empirically, by means of user testing, which may require further fine-tuning. T he final goal is to achieve a high level of user acceptance and satisfaction, with minimal redesigning and code rewriting. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed framework. Section 3 describes the user, document and packaging models. Section 4 discusses the process of information filtering. Section 5 describes information packaging. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and suggests directions for future research.
Framework
The idea of separation of concerns [18] provides a major motivation for the definition of a framework for personalized filtering and packaging of hypermedia documents. Our goal is be able to analyze issues related to document and user modeling, information filtering and information packaging, as independently as possible.
This approach makes it easier to build a variety of applications in diverse domains, by deriving multiple instantiations of the framework using different algorithms and configurations. This characteristic is essential to adaptive applications, since user satisfaction can only be empirically verified, and a great amount of tweaking and finetuning may thus be necessary, according to the successes or limitations of each configuration.
In order to illustrate the proposed framework and personalization processes, we will use an instantiation of the framework, called MyNews, for the domain of electronic newspapers. MyNews creates a personalized newspaper that selects adequate content and presentation structures to be delivered to its users.
In the following subsections, we will present the architecture of the proposed framework and a brief description of its hotspots.
Architecture
The overall goal of the architecture presented in this section is to outline the adaptation process the available content goes through, from being requested by the user to finally being presented to him. This process takes into account document, user, packaging and formatting models. Figure 1 presents a functional architecture of a document personalization system. A user starts by requesting a personalized view of the set of documents contained in the repository. This request is processed by the Interface Subsystem and dispatched to the Filtering Subsystem, which is responsible for creating an ordered set of documents, based upon the user and document models. These models will be discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
The Packaging Subsystem is responsible for regrouping, reordering and restructuring the filtered set of documents, based on the packaging model described in Section 3.3.
The Formatting Subsystem creates the final layout and visual design of each document, according to the formatting model. This task relies heavily on the expertise of graphics designers and will not be further discussed in this paper. 
Hotspots
Our framework contains several hotspots to achieve a high degree of separation of concerns. Whereas the basic architecture is invariant, the models and algorithms may differ from one domain or application to another. The framework hotspots are as follows:
− document model: defines the documents' structure, including metadata that help classify the documents in various ways. − user model: allows the definition of constraints related to each metadata, i.e., acts as a definition of views upon the document model. − filtering algorithm: constructs a query by combining the document and user models, and returns the ordered set of documents computed as most relevant to the user. − packaging model: defines which portions of the document's structure should be presented, and in which arrangements or presentation structures. − packaging algorithm: uses the packaging model to regroup and rearrange the filtered set of documents, as well as to restructure the documents. − formatting model: defines how each document should actually look like when presented to the user, including platform dependencies. − formatting algorithm: uses the formatting model to create the final presentation layout of the documents.
Models

Document Model
The document model is any hypermedia model that defines the documents' structure, including metadata attributes that reflect characteristics of the documents. The definition of each metadata domain must include comparison and metrics operators that permit defining precise filtering algorithms.
In the context of MyNews, documents are structured into: title, subtitle, authors, summary, image and whole text. The metadata domains are:
− the semantic metadata domain is represented by a labeled directed graph, in which a node label represents a theme in the domain, and an arc label represents the strength of the connection between two nodes. The distance between two nodes A and B is the weighed sum of the arcs in the shortest path between A and B. Figure 2 presents a sample semantic graph; − the importance metadata domain is the integer interval [1, 10] and indicates the importance of a document, where 1 means the highest importance. This metadata determines the relation between a document and its corresponding theme; − the temporal metadata domain is a set of timestamps and allows the computation of a document's obsolescence. 
User Model
The user model must contain information about the preferences and goals of a user when using the system. It depends on the document model. The user model may be provided directly by the user through a questionnaire, or implicitly inferred by the system, which then needs to monitor his interaction behavior.
In the MyNews example, the user model consists of a triple (S,I,T) , where: − S is a list of themes that interest the user, taken from the themes listed in the semantic metadata domain; − I indicates the minimum importance of the documents to be retrieved. − T is a set of constraints on the obsolescence of the documents.
Suppose that the user is interested in theme A and that he wishes to view all news pieces (any importance value between 1 and 10) that were inserted in the last 3 days. The user model could then be represented by the triple ({A},10,{t <3} ).
Packaging Model
The packaging model specifies: − the groups into which the filtered set of documents will be partitioned; − the order of the groups and the order of the documents within each group; − the document views, which define the components that will be retained and passed to the formatting process, in addition to references or links to other document views.
A document view specifies a different structure for a document, that may reorder or even omit its components.
In MyNews, the document views are represented as in Figure 3 . In the example, we define a very simplistic packaging model as follows. The model contains the following groups:
− the front page contains news pieces with rank less than 6 (see Section 4 for the definition of rank); − for each theme T in the user model, there is group, called thematic group T, containing all filtered news pieces whose theme is T.
The front page is always the first group and the thematic groups are listed by alphabetical order of their theme. The news pieces within each group are listed by rank order, as computed by the filtering algorithm.
For the first three documents in the front page, the packaging model retains the components defined in view dv3 of Figure 3 ; for all other documents in the front page, it uses view dv1. The thematic groups use view dv4 for their documents. In addition, for the documents in the front page, the hyperlinks in views dv1 and dv3 point to the corresponding news pieces in the thematic groups.
An alternative packaging model for MyNews would, for example, use only view dv1 for all documents and hyperlink each view to the document's full version in the document repository. A second and more sophisticated model would take into account limitations of the platform and indicate to use views dv1 and dv2, instead of views dv3 and dv4, respectively, if the platform has a small presentation area.
Filtering
The filtering algorithm creates an ordered subset of the set of available documents, based on a ranking function that maps each document into its rank. according to their metadata values and the goals and interests represented in the user model. Intuitively, the filtering algorithm correlates the documents' metadata with the user model, creating an ordered subset of documents that supposedly interest the user the most.
The definition of the ranking function is an interesting issue. In order to verify that a certain document is indeed relevant to the user, a great deal of user testing must be done, and the ranking function will probably need to be fine-tuned for best results.
Returning to our running example, recall from Section 3 that the user model is the triple ({A},10,{t <3}). Consider a ranking function that combines the semantic and importance metadata and is defined as 2 2 )) ](
corresponds to the shortest distance between the theme labeling document
x and the themes of interest to the user, and the value )
re presents the importance of document x. Table 1 shows a possible result of the filtering process, where the rank column contains the document rank,computed by the above function, and all other columns correspond to the document metadata and document components. 
Packaging
Packaging comprises three major processes, grouping, ordering and document restructuring, and is driven by the packaging model. The first step partitions the set of documents returned by the filtering process into several groups, according to the criteria defined by the packaging model. The second step reorders the groups, and the documents within each group. It may directly follow the documents' rank order or it may be recomputed as a function of both the rank and some of the documents' attributes. For instance, the documents may be presented in reverse chronological order, indicating the recency of events, independently of their relative importance. The final step selects which components of each document will be passed to the formatting process.
Thus, the packaging process results in a sequence of tuples containing: a group descriptor, a sequence of documents, the corresponding document view and the "target" document views, in case the selected view contains links.
In the MyNews example, using the packaging model of Section 3.3, the documents shown in Table 1 will be rearranged as follows:
− front page: contains documents doc2, doc1, doc4 and doc53, in this order; − Thematic Group A: contains document doc1, doc4, doc53 and doc7, in this order; − Thematic Group C: contains document doc2; − Thematic Group D: contains document doc18.
The documents in the front page retain the following components:
− the first three documents -docs2, doc1 and doc4 -follow view dv3 in Figure 3 , that is, they retain the title, subtitle, summary and image, if any; − the last document, d53, follows view dv1, that is, it retains the title and subtitle.
The documents in Thematic Groups A, C and D follow view dv4, that is, they retain the title, subtitle and the whole text.
This result may be represented as the following sequence: Figure 4 schematically shows the final result of the packaging process, including the hyperlinks between the filtered documents. Note, however, that the document views used in Figure 4 do not imply any formatting scheme. They are used just for illustrative purposes. Table 1 .
Conclusions
In this paper we have defined a framework that helps design personalization systems. Our major contribution was to organize the framework into three levels that achieve a high degree of separation of concerns, by dissociating the packaging process from the filtering and formatting processes. The framework facilitates the imple mentation, user testing and fine-tuning of the system representations and algorithms. The filtering process, for example, has three hotspots -the filtering algorithm, the document model and the user model -that can be instantiated in different ways. Likewise, the packaging process has two hotspotsthe packaging model and the packaging algorithm.
If we consider the filtering process, our approach is similar to other approaches in the literature. It aims to select the documents (topics and news) that are most relevant to each user.
In our framework, we introduce the packaging level, which allows us to define the abstract organization of the selected information, by selecting and organizing relevant elements of the filtered documents.
Our framework may be used as a resource for analyzing existing approaches to personalized systems. Ossenbruggen's work on Cuypers [16] decomposes what we call formatting level according to their algorithms for automatic generation of the final multimedia presentation. If we can design algorithms to generate an adequate semantic structure based on communicative intentions, our packaging process would be able to provide the input for their prototype. Our packaging process would be thus positioned before the Cuypers Engine.
Our wo rk is somewhat similar to the IMMPS proposal [6] , which defines a Standard Reference Model for Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems. Their design layer, however, encapsulates our packaging level and, to some extent, our formatting level as well.
The approach described in [3] proposes an electronic newspaper that allows the personalization of the content and presentation detail of the news item based on receptivity (a dimension used for estimating the amount of information that a user might read). In place of our packaging process, their approach provides only two different types of pages for organizing information: index pages and news pages. Our instantiation, MyNews, maintains the distinction between the packaging and formatting processes, allowing editors and designers to experiment more easily with alternative solutions.
We are currently implementing the framework described in Section 2, with the MyNews instantiation [15] . We plan to investigate an alternative framework where the packaging process drives filtering. Also, we plan to extend the framework to address the problem of processing specific user requests, such as keyword searches.
